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Abstract

Delirium is a frequent complication of critical illness with an increased risk of death which is difficult to treat effectively. We describe a seven year quality improvement programme that aimed to reduce rates of delirium on intensive care (ICU). We completed two PDSA programmes with a number of changes including alterations to sedation practice and environmental changes to the ICU itself.

Rates of delirium reduced from 70% to 44% after the first cycle of change. Rates of delirium were further reduced to 29% after the second cycle of change. The rates are now lower than predicted by the validated prediction tool PRE-DELIRIC.

This project demonstrates that a multifaceted approach to prevention of delirium on ICU can deliver sustained reductions in rates of delirium. The impact of the second cycle of change was less than the first, suggesting that further reductions may prove more challenging.

Problem

Delirium is a frequently occurring event in critical care units that incurs an independent risk for poor short and long term outcomes for patients. It is can be difficult to diagnose delirium and, when delirium is identified, it can be difficult to treat with many drug therapies largely ineffective.

In order to reduce rates of delirium in critical care, a multifaceted approach is required with a particular emphasis on non-pharmacological treatments.

Background

Delirium may be described as a disturbance of consciousness, attention, cognition, and perception which develops over a short period of time (usually hours to days) and tends to fluctuate during the course of the day.[1] Prevalence of this condition in UK ICUs using current screening tools has been estimated at 45% of unplanned admissions.[2] Delirium is an independent risk factor for mortality; for every day of delirium on ICU, there is an additional 10% relative risk of death at 1 year.[3]

There are a number of risk factors for the development of delirium on ICU which are frequently occurring. These include:

- Increasing age
- Severity of illness ie increasing APACHE II score
- Coma (greater risk for coma that is not purely drug induced)
- Infection
- Opiate use (dose dependent risk)
- Use of sedatives
- Raised urea
- Unplanned admission[4]

A number of trials have been performed to identify whether certain interventions reduce the risk of delirium; many of these trials have focused on drug treatments and few have demonstrated any benefit.[5] It was anticipated that a number of interventions would be required to reduce the rates of delirium.

Baseline measurement

The project started in 2007 by measuring delirium across our critical care units (both ICU and HDU). We noted whether a patient had delirium at the first assessment; delirium at any point during their critical care stay and the number of positive assessments that were made. Data were collected about known risk factors for delirium. The incidence of delirium in critical care was 22/55 (40%) but for level 3 ICU patients the incidence was 16/23 (70%).

Design

Manchester Royal Infirmary has a 38 bed mixed general adult critical care unit, which has incrementally increased in size since 2007 (23 beds). A number of clinical, environmental, and cultural changes were made to reduce delirium rates during the course of the project. A large number of clinical practices were changed, including the reduction in use of deliriogenic drugs such as benzodiazepines, long acting opioids, the targeting of lighter levels of sedation and the routine use of daily sedation breaks. The environment has also changed; the unit has expanded and moved into a larger and more open plan area with better access to natural light and more space at the bedside. Cultural changes also occurred as staff engaged with issue of delirium on ICU.

Throughout the project we used the Richmond Agitation and Sedation Score (RASS) once sedative agents were ceased > 24 hours and Confusion Assessment Method for the Intensive Care Unit (CAM-ICU), a validated tool for assessing ICU delirium.[6]
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This may indicate that there is a baseline level of delirium that is more difficult to improve upon. This is unsurprising, as many of the risk factors for delirium such as age, pre-existing cognitive decline, psychiatric co-morbidity, and severity of disease are not modifiable.

The CAM-ICU tool is well validated in similar populations of critically ill patients. The tool has limitations as it cannot be applied to every patient, it requires careful clinical judgement to distinguish between hypoactive delirium and residual sedation and most assessments were performed during daytime rather than night-time when delirious episodes can occur.

Conclusion

Although delirium on ICU is regarded as a condition that is difficult to prevent and treat, we have demonstrated that it is possible to reduce rates of delirium on the ICU. We have also demonstrated that it is possible to sustain these improvements over a period of time. Delirium on ICU cannot be managed by drug therapy alone; in order to produce sustained reduction in rates, a multimodal approach is most effective.
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Lessons and limitations

The rates of delirium were much improved after the first PDSA cycle. There was a less marked reduction in the rates of delirium after the following PDSA cycle. Although the following audit demonstrated that the improvement after the first cycle was maintained, it appears that a plateau had been reached.
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Central Manchester Foundation Trust consider the following criteria for determining if improvement activities require ethics review:

Additional data or tissue samples being collected

- All data collected and assessments performed during the QI initiative formed part of the usual care of the patients. The critical care unit participates in the national ICNARC programme and therefore has a robust informatics and data collection system.

- Audit activity as part of the QI initiative was registered with, approved by and reviewed by the Clinical Audit Department of the hospital

- Follow Up data from national sources or primary care was not accessed

Administration of a novel drug and/or placebo

- Any new sedative medications introduced into critical care practice were subjected to scrutiny by the Medicines Management Committee of the hospital. All medications were licensed with the MHRA. The committee and the applicants did not consider the introduction of new agents to be clinical research or require review by the Local research Ethics committee

Comparing Different Clinical Practice

- The changes in practice encouraged during the quality improvement programme were in line with best practice and the UK NICE guideline on delirium CG 103 2010.

- The work is primarily intended to improve local care, not provide